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;S ^VX'' ; l INTRODUCTION \ '

ifvv^l '"'.'k ^'Between 'June 29th and July 6th, 1967, an airborne geophysical survey 

comprising in-phase and out-of-phase elecfromagnetometer, total field 

fluxgate magnetometer, scintillometer, and spectrometer was carried out 

by Lockwood Survey Corporation for Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Limited

over -58^"claims, in -two-irregular shaped block/. 
Z9L ™*

O A' t.:
The airborne survey was over two areas' including the claim bio ck,s;

about 36 miles north and 15 miles east of Sudbury. Included are parts of the
-Tu**t*. ~S*4**ei -t- Se**AA**. 

Townships of Grigg-, Fraleck-, -Stobie ^-Marconi-; Mining District of Sudbury.

Traverse lines were spaced at 1/4 mile, on a bearing approximately 30

i, and north-south respectively in the -twe blockjf. Appropriate tie- 

lines were flown.

The mean terrain clearance for the E. M. and magnetometer bird was 

100 ft.; and 200 ft. for the scintillometer and spectrometer housed in the heli 

copter.

Photographs of the terrain below the aircraft were exposed at intervals 

of l. 5 sees, throughout the survey on 35 mm. film. This photography was 

used to establish the actual flight path of the aircraft whilst on survey.

The area has been subdivided into three map sheets at a scale of l inch 

to 1320 ft. , with planimetry traced from uncontrolled mosaics.

*ft*. 3 c*^*s T*tt p t LG* i* C** f f
The survey was undertaken Dy the following personnel:

- R. Boyd, Pilot

Smith, Engineer
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- H. Sandau, Navigator

- T. Pederson, Operator

- D. Fenwick, Data Reduction

The aircraft used for the survey was a Sikorsky S-55, registration 

GF GHV.



; H THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The Electromagnetic System

The helicopter-borne E.M. system used for this survey 

was developed by Hunting Survey Corporation and was described by 

Dr. N. R. Paterson in "Helicopter E.M. Test, Mobrun Ore Body, 

Noranda," in Canadian Mining Journal, November, 1961. The 

system measures the in-phase and out-of-phase components of the 

secondary electromagnetic field, in terms of the primary field at 

the receiver. Receiving and transmitting coils are held vertical 

and coaxial in a towed "bird", a distance of 30 feet apart and 100 

feet below the helicopter. The sensitivity of the measuring system 

is such that the minimum recognizable in-phase anomaly is about 

8 parts per million. Noise on the in-phase profile should be less 

than 5 parts per million. The frequency of the alternating electro 

magnetic field is 4000 cycles per second.

The system so designed is sensitive to large bodies at a 

depth of up to 250 feet below the "bird". Anomalies in the range 8 

to 100 parts per million are commonly obtained over sulphide 

bodies when this equipment is operated at a "bird" height of 100 

feel. The anomaly amplitude decreaseswith increasing depth (and 

increasing height) at a roughly 3.8 power. Consequently, an 

anomaly of 8 parts per million could be caused by a large body 

buried 150 feet below ground or a very small body at surface.
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*-?''-:' The ambiguity is to some extent resolved by studying the shape;5:-' ; v
'-.x.:--,,- - : -

of the anomaly.

#s^.
•:Kff":,\

II.2 Effect of Magnetic Bodies on Electromagnetic Response

The survey area is characterized by high magnetic relief; 

therefore, in assessing the significance of any particular anomaly 

it is essential to note the correlation with strong magnetic relief, 

as well as geological structural correlation.

The effect of a strong magnetic field on the electromagnetic 

response is to degrade, to a variable extent, the in-phase component 

only; the out-of-phase component is unaffected. Therefore, anomal-'es 

in areas of low magnetic relief cannot have been degraded, whereas 

anomalies in areas of high magnetic relief may have had their in-phase 

response degraded, resulting in an apparently low ratio, hence, low 

apparent conductivity. The extreme case is where the magnetic field 

due to the causative body is considerably stronger than the secondary 

field being measured at the receiving coil, resulting in a negative 

in-phase anomaly.

II. 3 Presentation of Data

The electromagnetic data is presented as contours of the 

anomaly in the in phase component relative to the local background 

level at an interval of 10 ppm of the primary field and with ratios 

of in-phase to out-of-phase components at the peaks of the anomalies.
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i II.4 ; Comments on Electromagnetic Data

' The electromagnetic maps are characterised by many

anomalies which occur on only one flight line. These anomalies 

in general are of low amplitude, poor ratio, and relatively wide, 

suggesting a relationship with crnductive overburden rather than 

bedrock conductor.

Many negative anomalies are noted on the maps; some are 

considered to be real whilst others are probably due to instrumental 

defects. The genuine negative anomaly therefore reflects the 

presence of a low conductivity but highly magnetic causative body. 

The test for genuineness is to check the exact correlation between 

the electromagnetic and magnetic records.

A rapid investigation of the records reveals several 

anomalies which merit further investigation. These anomalies are: 

on-:btne 1-37- on the township-boundary between Stobie'and'Marconi, 

ratio- 4-r5-/^r&tLine 15T Qrigg Township-) ratio-3. 871,5, a rather-wide 

anomaly ; Line 18-, Fraleck-Town ship-, ratio 2.5/O.8, a small anomaly 

observed over-S lines, correlates-^with-a- pronounced- east-west

te-paxt of broad aone.

Several rather wide anomalies occur on Line 40(2), 43(2) and 44; 

these anomalies have good amplitude, up to 90 ppm inphase anomaly, 

but their widths are relatively high which would result in a very low 

conductivity-width factor. These may prove to be of graphitic origin 

or occurring in shear zones.
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in THE SCINTILLOMETER SURVEY

HI. l The Scintillometer and Spectrometer

The scintillometer used for the survey was the Harwell 

Model 153IB,with a 200 cps zero suppression and full scale 

deflection of 2000 cps; the integrating time was l second, chart 

speed 6 inches per minute. This equipment was mounted on the 

floor of the helicopter. The scintillometer was used in conjunc 

tion with an APN-1 radio altimeter which recorded the clearance 

of the helicopter above the ground; the APN-1 was calibrated at 

100 ft., 200 ft. , 300 ft., and 400 ft. ground clearance. An examin 

ation of the records show that the APN-1 has a relatively slow 

response, hence, the APN-1 slightly lags the scintillometer.

The Spectrometer used for the survey was the Sharpe 

Instruments Model G1S-2, a solid state scintillation counter. It has 

seven ranges from 10 to 10,000 cps, with energy level discrimina 

tion. This equipment was modified for airborne use and adjusted to 

discriminate against potassium T-ie integration time was adjusted 

to l second.

ni.2 Data Reduction

The maps have been prepared with a contour interval of 100 

cps with respect to a background level of 500 cps of total radiation 

(1531B) and at intervals of l cps above a background of 5 cps in the 

thorium-uranium energy level (G1S-2).
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. ' The records are uncorrected for variation in elevation

or any other effects and record the sum total radiation as detected 

at the instrument head; the topographic effects are not removed.

in. 3 Source of Radioactivity

In airborne radioactivity surveys only three naturally occur 

ring radioactive elements and their daughter products are important. 

They are uranium, thorium and potassium 40. Only those radio 

nuclides that decay by gamma-ray emission are detected and measured 

with scintillation equipment.

Radioactivity measured at survey altitude has three natural 

components:

1. Gamma-ray activity from radionuclides in and on the 

ground.

2. Gamma-ray activity from radionuclides in the air.

3. Gamma-ray activity produced by cosmic rays.

The ground component comes from the surface and upper 

few inches of the ground and consists of gamma rays from natural 

radionuclides and fission products in fallout. The radionuclides 

in air are very variable and their effects cannot be entirely 

separated. For good scintillometer resolution, therefore, it is 

necessary to have considerable areas of outcrop or residual soils; 

conversely, water covered areas, extensive glacial or alluvial
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deposits or swamp provide an effective cover, thus masking 

any gamma ray emission from the bedrock.

HI.4 Comments on Scintillation Data

The total radiation count as shown by the 153IB instrument 

is contoured above the 500 cps level; at-this- - level the~contomre-out- 

4tne-the Algoman silicic inUusivo- rooko in the west half cf Marce-ni- 

Townohip) and through Stobie and Grigg T-

The-ma jm ajiomaftyolHur "than iir-thc 1 above 

is- on-the-ffcrutiTBTfid~of Lin'e""4T"a1ia~a; trains 

a^known- tnhigr^I^6'cctirrey6e 'bf 'ur'anium

this-is*

Geologieal-M^p~Nb"."Fr 3t)T7 "Marpler Mountain. ShaetL1 .

The Sharpe Instrument had a very fast response rate and the 

record is very irregular with many "spike-like" anomalies; all 

those over 5 cps have been mapped. Many oi these "spikes" just 

exceed the 5 cps level and as such do not always appear to correlate 

from line to line; these anomalies may correlate if the records are 

examined in more detail. The major anomalies of 10 cps or more 

generally correlate well over several Iines,.part-ioulaa4y in the vicinity 

of Stobie - Jjaker^whererthe-Tadiometric. str ike appears- to-be--broken,,in 

cros&wag-the lake, .suggesting that Stobie Creek-and Stobie Lake-may- 

-be structurally controlled. Several other major, wide anomalies are 

noted throughout the survey area but are not known to correlate with 

geologic features.
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: rv THE MAGNETIC SURVEY

IV. l The Airborne Magnetometer

The instrument used for this survey was the Gulf MKIII 

Fluxgate Magnetometer which measures the strength of the earth's 

total magnetic field in the direction of maximum force. The 

instrument was housed in the centre section of the towed bird, 

the controls and recorder being housed in the helicopter.

The instrument was used with full scale deflection of 600 

gamma with a noise level of   2 gamma.

IV.2 Presentation of Data

The magnetic data is presented as contours of the total 

magnetic field at a basic interval of 10 gamma with multiple 

intervals where the gradient warrants.

The diurnal variation was removed by the standard pro 

cedure of closing the loop and distributing the mis-closure.

The contour map has been reduced for convenience to an 

arbitrary datum of 500C gamma; the 5000 gamma reading on the 

map represents a true reading of about 59,500 gamma.

IV. 3 Magnetic Constants

The relevant magnetic constants for the area are:
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Total field strength

Declination

Inclination
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- 0.594 oersted: 59,400 gamma

- 8 West

- 760 North

IV. 4 Comments on the Magnetic Data

The magnetic maps show contouring which is generally 

sympathetic to the geological contacts shown on Preliminary 

Geological Map No. P. 301.

The area mapped as Silicic Intrusive Rocks (Algoman), 

unit 6, are represented by relatively low amplitude regional 

gradients and variations in the magnetic field. In contrast to 

this the Mafic Volcanic Rocks (Keewatin), unit 2, and the areas 

mapped as Gowganda Formation, unit 12, are characterised by 

very narrow, large amplitude anomalies with very steep gradients; 

the anomalies are up to 2000 gamma amplitude. The trend of the 

magnetic anomalies in general follow the predominant strike,-b*iag 

essentially

of Stobie TQwnship,and southeast through Grtgg-Township .

The magnetic map of Turner Township reflects the presence 

of the mapped iron formation with a prominent anomaly of 3000 gamma 

with a northeast- southwest trend over about 2 miles with the maxi 

mum anomaly over Bull Lake.
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A circular boss-like feature is noted approximately mid 

way between Hazel and Bull Lakes.

Many faults and dyke-like features are discernible from the 

magnetic contour map, especially in the south west and north 

east of the area.
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V RECOMMENDATIONS

The interpretation of the survey embodied in this report is 

essentially a rapid geophysical appraisal of the survey area; as such 

it can incorporate only as much geological information as the interpreter 

has available. It should be judicously used, therefore, as a guideline by

geologists thoroughly familiar with the area and who are in a better posi 

tion to have a "feel" for the geological significance of any particular 

feature.

The electromagnetic system used for this survey detects electrically 

continuous conductors, especially massive sulphides, at relatively shallow 

depths; therefore, any anomalous situation of further interest should be 

accurately located on the ground by a comparable E.M. system. It would 

be extremely advantageous for a geologist to accompany this crew, who, 

as soon as the peak response is located, could make a rapid geological 

appraisal of the site and if necessary call off further work u a graphitic 

or other non metalliferous conductor is found. If all factors are favourable, 

a magnetometer traverse may assist in determining further parameters of 

the causative body; the airborne magnetics should be a guide in this. 

Depending on the local geological detail,a decision then must be made to 

either drill or trench the anomaly in order to define the exact nature of 

the conductor.
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VI INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Manuf a ctur e r:

Frequency: 

Power Source: 

Coil Size: 

Coil Separation: 

Power Output: 

Sensitivity: 

Calibration: 

Noise Level: 

Recorder: 

Chart Speed: 

In Phase: 

Out-of-Phase:

Lockwood Survey Corporation Ltd. 
.(formerly Hunting Survey 
Corporation .Ltd.)

In-phase/Out-of-phase System.

Unit 3.

4000 cycle per second.

28 volts.

18 inches.

30 feet - vertical, co-axial.

10 watt.

400 parts per million (Q.04%).

100 parts per million step.

  6 parts per million.

Texas Instr ment.

3 inches per minute.

Red ink.

Blue ink**

VI. 2 SCINTILLOMETER SYSTEM:

a) Manufacturer: 

Type: 

Crystal Size:

W\ f

"Harwell".

1531B (modified for 28 volt operation). 

5 inch by l inch: Thallium-activated 

Sodium. Iodide: three detector heads.
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Power Source:

Sensitivity:

Zero Suppression:

Integrating Time:

Calibration:

Calibration fo 

Recordei:

Chart Speed:

Manufacturer:

Type:

Crystal:

Sensitivity: 

Noise Envelope: 

Average Background: 

Integrating Time: 

Discrimination: 

Recorder:

28 volt.

2000 counts per second.

200 counts per second.

l second.

200 counts per second per micro

roengten per hour.

Thin radium sheet; 5 micro curie.

Mosely, zero at centre scale, per

working left to right (red ink).

2 inches per minute.

"Sharpe Instruments"

G.I.S 2.

2 inch by 2 inch: Sodium Iodine

crystal, Thallium-activate d.

30 counts per second.

2.5 counts per second.

1.5 counts per second.

l second.

Against Potassium.

Mosely, zero on bottom edge

of chart paper (blue ink)

(Shared with 1531B).
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VI. 3 MAGNETOMETER SYSTEM: 

Manufacturer:

Type:

Unit No.

Power Source:

Sensitivity:

Step;

Noise envelope:

Recorder:

Chart Speed:

VI.4 ELEVATION CONTROL: 

Type:

Serial No.: 

Power Source: 

Calibration Range: 

Power Output: 

Operating Frequency: 

Chart Speed:

VI. 5 CAMERA:

Manufacturer: 

Model: 

Serial No.:

Gulf Research fa Development

Corporation.

Mark HI Fluxgate.

6.

2fi volt. 

oOO gamma. 

500 gamma.

2 gamma. 

Gulf.

3 inches per minute.

APN-1.

29663.

28 volt.

0-400 feet.

1/10 Watt.

400 mega cyclo.

6 inches per minute.

Canadian Applied Research.
*

MK8. 

8106.

Exposure interval: 1.5 second.
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Film Size: 

Shutter:

35 mm. 

Focal Plane.
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VE SURVEY PROCEDURE

All instrument calibrations were checked and adjusted 

immediately before and/or after take-off, and checked for normal 

function, e.g., pen alignment, automatic stepping, standardization 

and degree of noise. Assuming all systems were functioning satis 

factorily, the flight would proceed following predetermined flight 

lines marked on uncontrolled mosaics at a scale of l inch to 600 ft., 

at the predetermined separation.

The helicopter followed a systematic predetermined pattern of 

light lines and tie lines at an average elevation of 200 ft.

The position of the helicopter was recorded by a vertically 

mounted camera; there was no significant lag between any instrument 

and the recorded position. Every time the camera fired, a reference 

mark was printed on all records and numbered to correspond with the 

film frame number.

The magnetometer and electromagnetic system detector heads 

were in the bird, the controls and recorder being mounted in the 

helicopter with the scintillometer s, camera and APN-1.
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Vin DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION

The flight produces positioning film, duly proc jssed, magneto 

meter, scintillometer, electromagnetic and APN-l continuous records 

with appropriate frame numbers and field annotations, plus an operator's 

Daily Flight Report.

The track of the helicopter is recovered on the photographic mosaics 

by examination of the film; prominent features, i.e., roads, lake-shore 

etc. are used for the transposition.

The intersections of tie and flight lines are accurately determined 

on film and transferred to the records. The frame numbers of the 

individual plotted points relocated on the mosaic are identified on each 

record.

The flight line network is divided into conveniently sized circuits 

and from one intersection as reference, the magnetic closure error 

around each circuit is determined and distributed uniformly around each 

circuit such that the correction applied to the magnetic baseline results 

in a uniform datum of all these magnetometer records throughout the area; 

this is the datum used for contouring.

The electromagnetic record is baselined with respect to the local 

background level.

The scintillometer record is baselined with respect to an appropriate 

count level.
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The data for each survey are individually transferred to 

separate intercept tapes; the data transferred consist of the plotted 

fiducial point and the intercept of the predetermined contour interval 

with the trace, and the position and values of high and lows.

The intercepted data are transferred to the flight line plot by 

linearly interpolating between plotted fiducial points. The transferred 

data are then contoured, and subsequently fair drawn.

HUNTEC LIMITED

siS

l

X
J. W. Prior, M.Sc. .F.G.S. , 
Geophysicist n^

^ ., Q . \ c* vLfl '-'V*^^

Norman R. Paterson, Ph.D..,
P. Eng.,
Geophysicist
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PERSONNEL

Engineer:

R. Boyd,
c/o Dominion Helicopters,
Maple, Ontario.

Smith,
c/o Dominion Helicopter,
Maple, Ontario.

Navigator;
K. Sandau (Lockwood Survey Corp). ,
527 Kennedy Road,
Scarborough.

Operator:
T. Pedersen (L.S.C.), 
135 Tyndall Ave., 
Apt. 3.16, 
Toronto 3.

Data Reduction:

D. Fenwick (L.S. C.), 
Z035 Victoria Park Ave. , 
Apt. 7, Scarborough.

Geophysicist:

J. W . Prior, M.Se., F.G.S., (Huntec Ltd.),
78 Gate s vie w Avenue,
Scarborough.
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ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN
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l

Type of Survey ..........

Township or Are. -...-..^Mitt..*/.....^?^

Mining Claims Traversed by Survey

4.

*5.

*6.

*7.

*8.

Number of Miles of Line Cut .._........_........ Flown
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Make and type of Instrument Used(j^?^.ei...^^#^^

Scale Constant or Sensitivity .. ' ' "" "*"""-'** ' ^^" r*—**^ -S

Frequency Used and Power Output

9. Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse side)

Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Draughting etc.) 

Total 8 hour Line-Cutting Days ..._..............

Calculation ^jfrO 29-2
i   o

x 7 - *
Technical Line-cutting Number - Assessment credits 

of claims per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limits
of the above listed claims W \ Check
If otherwise, please explain ...,._...........__............_.....................

Dated: .
/C j

Signed: ..

Note: (A) * Complete only if applicable.
(B) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side.
(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.
(D) Submit in duplicate.
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Number of 
8 hour dsys
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llfi LINE-CUTTING

Name Address Dates Worked
Number of 
8 hour days

TOTAL 8 HOUR LINE-CUTTING DAYS
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Calculation f̂ .Sgo) (tf 2) 0^)
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x 7
Technical Line-cutting Number Assessment credits 

of claims per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limits
of the above listed claims [l Check
If otherwise, please explain ___.____________._.________..._.........

Dated: . Signed: . .

Note: (A) * Complete only if applicable.
(B) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side.
(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.
(D) Submit in duplicate. :
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4. Number of Miles of Line Cut ——— _____________ Flown __ ..J 

*5. Number of Stations Established -...-.-^/r^^/....^^^

*6. Make and type of Instrument Used

"7. Scale Constant or Sensitivlty^.^..]^-^

*8. Frequency Used and Power Ou^ttl^.^X^.-J&.tftfAti---^^

9. Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse side)

Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Draughting etc.) 

Total 8 hour Line-Cutting Days ............. _ ....

Calculation (t,l9o)

x 7
Technical Line-cutting Number Assessment credits

of claims per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limits
of the above listed claims ll Check
If otherwise, please explain ,................,....... - .................................

D.t.d; ..!.j....:.. Signed: ...

Note: (A) * Complete only i f applicable.
(B) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side.
(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.
(D) Submit in duplicate.



m.
AFIELD WORK

,.. . - --
*' Type of Work*^ ———————

ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

Name 6 Address Dates Worked

(,jftaMb*9..A*r...
Z.&f..

Number of 
S hour days

2. CONSULTANTS

Name i. Address Dates Worked (specify in field or office)
Number of 
8 hour days

3..DRAUGHTSMAN. TYPING. OTHERS (specify)

Name 6 Address Type of Work Dates Worked
Number of 
8 hour days

^..^^.^^^^......}^"y..^f.............
yi^ftsrf?!.....;.....*.......!......——~.

TOTAL 8 HOUR TECHNICAL DAYS

4. LINE-CUTTING

Name Address Dates Worked
Number of 
8 hour days

TOTAL 8 HOUR LINE-CUTTING DAYS



Sxplorrtloa Dopartaoat, 
Doaoobtf lath, 1967.

Mr. 1. T* Soot t,
Calof,

Mii^ng Laada Kraath, 
Parliaaaat
Toroato 2, Oatorlo. 

Ifcar S IP i

Tao data Uatod bolov will alarify dotaila of tbo attaabod Roport aad lapa 
proparod by Huntoo Llaltod of Toroato oovoriaf aa airborao foopbyaioal rarvojr oa 
Ooapojqr alaiaf olalaa situatod la tao ill^rla Crook aad Steal* Towaihip Aroaa of 
Ontario, datod Oatobor 1967*

At tala tlao tho roport la boia* filod for aaeoaamat pmrpaaoa oa tao 
Crook blook only. Tala laoi*)o* a toUl of 292 aloiM looatod la tao Tovaahipj 

of Tvraar* Soafraa aad Itaadoo, Tboao olalaa aro aoaborod 139674 to 139961 laalaalfo| 
1X0502 to U0597 laolMivoi 141131 to 141146 laolwliof 141205 to 141230 iaalaa***| 
aad 142054 to 142097 iaolvBlvo. Tbo rooalt* eororlai tala aroa aro abova oa Xaatoa 
Bap Saoot Mo. 3.

Boto that a rod poaoll Uao aa* booa drava tbroaf b tboao portloBB of tao 
 antoo Report which aro not applloo&lo to tao Pilgrla Crook Qroap.

Tbo goolagloal rook typoa t ooatftta aad  traaturoa showa 02 tbo PUgrla 
Orook a*p Shoot le Tvraor and Duadoo Towaiblpi bar* booa takoa froa 200 aaalo plaaa 
aoapllod by Ooapaay Ooologlflta dwrlag 1966 - 67. Bo laforaatloa, OoToraaoat or 
la *Yallablo at t bis tlao for tbo Soafraa Towaihip Group.

aapa aad Aaaoaaaaat Work Broakdowa fboota aro borowltb fllod la 
daplioato.

this data proroa satLifa-rtary* I roaola

lomri vary truly,

7. J. Svolof a,
lot loaal Ooolaslat. 

oot l. E. Coan - Aabostoo
fiio

Baola. 
HE13TPBO BAIL



p|V-f ;EASTERKJ ONTARIO
^?i NiSlNlNG DIVISION

iv; :^:''^;:-..A, : :-:
.**-X i j : - ...J' ••-..•-' '- - L- .J' : f

•7*\ l

ONTARIO

ft8.2571
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS 

TORONTO 2. ONTARIO 

TEL. 365-1322

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

OFFICE OF MINING

Mr. X.H. Xallock, 
Mining Recorder, 
S Young Street X., 
Sudbury, Ontario.

Dear Sin

The geophysical assessment work credits aa shown on t ha attaohad 

liat have been approved aa of the above date. Please infora the 

recorded holder and so indicate on your record*.

/At

Tours very truly,

Mining Recorder.

cot Canadian Johna-Manville Co.Ltd., 
Drawer 610, 
Mathaaon, Ontario.

cot Mr. J.F. Donovan,
Resident Geologist, 
1W9 La Salle Blvd., 
Sudbury, Ontario.



File:

Name:

THE MINING ACT

Assessment Work Credits

CANADIAN 40HNS-NANVXUB CO. LIMITED
•MM*

Township or Area: Turo^y, Toimshipo

Number of Assessment work days per claim:

15 
IS

Mining Claims:

8 119171 to 1S99I1 

1WS02 to 110597 

1111U to 111148 

1*1205 to 1H12SO inelusiv* 

14205** to 112097 lnclu*iv*

Geological - 

Geochemical -

Radiometric - 7.5
.;

C

2



•^ . r:*v's^;*^' 1*1 * 11?. -' * .V*~-T -1. ' .-i'.---;.,'- i—i ri T t- i ^

J^^JK^^^--^^^ij^^f^^^^;;': v'-' Y: ' :

i

jl6D ; ' Wlppit**ing dlaba** - Including
1 r1 "i -^ ; " "- *';-' , ' " -'.' p ' ' ' ,

.16F OliTln* Piabas**

15 Lorrain* Quartzit*

HC Gowganda Quart x it 0

HO Gowganda

9A Baj*al

7 Ba*MB*nt Complex

2 Acid Volcanic* - Printarily RhyoHt*

dlff*r*ntiat*^

Volcanics - Predominantly Anda-lt* 

I.F. Iron Formation



rTHE TOWNSHIP

TURNERd
l M

DISTRICT OF 
SUDBURY

SUDBURY 
MINING DIVISION

CHAINS"



CANADIAN JOHNS MANVILLE COMPANY
AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

8I Q 00' 8O0 3O

H IN ItHVAl

Ml AN II H,Ml l INI- SPACING 

Ml AN It UMAIN CI t ARANCI 

.•Mi DAMMA l.ONIOUH 

Mi, luo GAMMA CONTOUR 

in i-AMMA CON l OUR 

MAt.NI IK. l OW 

l IIHH IAI I'OINIS 

l l M.II l l INI S

10 GAMMA

I.VO FLF1

/OO Mtl

47 0 I5 47 0 I5'

PILGRIM CREEK AREA

MAGNETIC MAP

O
Li 

l l

SCALE
?OO(} iOOOl—————l - - 

h lo |.5cJ 0 Feet

l lown find (.umpiU'd by

LOCKWOOD SURVfY CORPORATION LIMITED

l OUON 10, CANADA

4000 50OO

FEET

-QO/0.& l)

47 0 00'

46 0 50'
8I 0 00' 80 0 30'

41PB2NE071C 0010 DUNDEE 200



CANADIAN JOHNS MANv'ILLE COMPANY
AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

3I 0OO' 800 30'

MEAN FLIGHT LINE SPACING,,.. . .. . . . . ... . . . 1320 FEET

MEAN TERRAIN CLEARANCE ^ ...... ..,. M.. . . . .. . 200 FEET
ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTOURS 5,10,15 etc.......

l, 2, 3, 4 etc....

NEGATIVE CONTOURS O,-5,-10 etc.. . .

l,-2 r3,-4etc...

FIDUCIAL POINTS . ̂  .. - -.^^^^-- . , .. ,. . .. . ^ . . . . O3690 

FLIGHT

The contours represent amplitude of in p hi ose response of 

!he resultant field expressed i n parts per million of the primary.

The figures . , . m phase component represent omphtude -^jroture component

The frequency of the primary a .'rrenl is 4000 cycles per second.

PILGRIM CREEK AREA
ELECTROMAGNETIC MAP

^ J

SCALE
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Inch to 1320 Feet

Flown and Compiled by

LOCKWOOD SURVEY CORPORATION LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA

967

47 000'

46 0 50'
8I 0 00'

--——————46 0 50 
800 30'

41P32NEC71* 0018 DUNDEE 210



r /-if L r " /; ij/iNE /i^.

16F

Gabbro

16D Nlppl**ing

15 Lorraine Quartzita

Gowganda

Gowganda Grnyvack*

CANADIAN JOHNS MANViLLE COMPANY
AIRBORNE GEOPHYS CAL SURVEY

- including a- diff*r*nt.Ut**

9A

f. F. Iron Form

f y ~ t 't f / i, t \ i X j

Acid Volcanic* " frirwirlly Rhyolite
" \ ,' V* ''^ — \* , * *-

Volcanic* - Prtdoiiinantly Anca-it*

\ ;r '^, \ ^^r —
. ' ~*1-^* " f

x s -f'&l i x
^ J *^ -, 1 ' .' r B*

NV, \ '

"\ \ \y\
^ : .-o^^,' x-
*^..-4X vcx-^ ^

**JK \
^" -\

j* ' ^, 
\ /' /"

, \ L-X^\*. \ ' \

/^^ > /^ ^ "
J" ^N ~ ^ V/' ^ " '

8I 000' 80C 50'

MEAN FLIGHT LINE SPACING. . _ . . . . . ...1320 FEET

MEAN TERRAIN CLEARANCE, , , . __ . . . , 200 FEET

RADIOMETRIC

FIDUCIAL POINTS ____^__ ^- ---,.-.----- -03690

FLIGHT LINES.

Toto! Radiooctivity Contour Interval . 

500 C.P S. Contour... .. .^... . ......

100 C PS. Contour... .. . .... .^ .

Partial Radioactivity Contour Interval 

(Threshold Value 1.65 MeVL.,.....

Partial Radioactivity Contour. . . . .. _

00 C.PS.

C.PS

PILGRIM CREEK AREA
RADIOMETRIC MAP

SCALE
!000 _ ^ _0_______[000 ZOOG __ 3pO^ ^ ^OOO 5000

FEET "" ~ ~"~ —- —

Flown and Compiled by

LOCKWOOD SURVEY CORPORATION LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA

1967

FEET
Inch to 1320 Feet

ei 0 oo'
t 16 Q 50' 

8O 0 30'

41P02NE0719 8810 DUNDEE



i

Gabbro

16D Nlppi*"i?ig diabase - Including a*"eeiated differentiate*

16F OllTln* Diaba**

15 Lorrain* Quartzite

Gowganda Quartzite

Gowganda 

9A Ba***l Cenglemerat*

7 Ba*wwnt Complex

2 Acid Volcanics - Priraaril7 Rhyolite

l Intermediate Volcanics - Predomlnmntly Andesite

B". F. Iron Format ien



T

a *
t

L

16 Gabbrc

16C Nippi*"iriE diabaa* - including a--*elated diff*r*ntl.at*fi

16P OliYin* Ciaba-*

15 Lorrain* Qusrtrit*

Gowganda Quartzlt*

Gowganda Grftyvack*

7 Ba**m*nt Coraplax

Acid Volcanic* - Prira&rily Rhyollt*

rHft*rm*diate Volcanic*! -

.F* Iron Formation

Anda-lt*


